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Over the last several decades advances in computing, imaging, and cyberinfrastructure have had a major impact 
on scientific research and discovery. One area of considerable activity is the digitization of the biological 
specimens that have been collected by museums and researchers all over the planet. The scanning of these 
specimen collections and the placement of the resulting images into easily accessible repositories on the Internet 
is enabling new scientific studies based on the previously unavailable data. Unfortunately, potential scientific 
advances are hindered by the lack of high-quality and pertinent metadata associated with the image collections. 
Metadata is required to search the repositories for the imaged specimens needed for a particular study. Since 
the collections may each contain tens of thousands of images, producing metadata for each image via a manual 
process is prohibitively labor-intensive and infeasible.  Methods for automatically computing metadata from 
images are therefore needed to fully exploit biological image repositories for scientific discovery. In the first part 
of this talk we will present some approaches used in image informatics, the extraction of quantitative 
information from images, within the context of a fruit fly study. The second part will describe our current efforts 
to automatically analyze fish images as a step toward improving metadata in specimen research repositories. 
These fish specimens are being studied for a larger project (Biology Guided Neural Networks), which is 
developing a novel class of artificial neural networks that can exploit the machine readable and predictive 
knowledge about biology that is available in the form of specimen images, phylogenies and anatomy ontologies. 
We will close by highlighting the challenges that must be overcome when developing automatic image metadata 
generation techniques. 
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